The idea of a reserve against brain damage arose from the repeated observation that there is no direct relationship between the degree of brain pathology or brain damage and the clinical manifestation of such damage.^[@r1]^ In 1988, Katzman et al.^[@r2]^ described ten cases of elders who were only found to have advanced Alzheimer's disease (AD) on *post mortem* exam. This lack of a relationship between severity of clinical symptoms and degree of brain damage was attributed to the above-average brain size of these patients. Therefore, something must be mediating the relationship between the extent of pathology and clinical outcome, and the reserve concept has been proposed to explain this phenomenon.

The reserve concept is applicable to any situation in which the brain sustains pathology, and is related to the degree of pathological processes that the brain is able to handle before overt clinical manifestation. In addition, the reserve concept suggests that there is individual variability in the way people process cognitive information, perform mental tasks and cope with neurodegenerative diseases.^[@r3]^

Two related models have been proposed to explain the reserve concept: the active model and the passive model.

1. Passive models
=================

The passive model -- or cerebral reserve -- is defined as the amount of brain damage that can be sustained before clinical expression of a disease. The threshold model was revised by Satz in 1993^[@r4]^ and is one of the most accepted passive models. It implies the concept of brain reserve capacity (BRC), related to measures including brain size or number of neurons. This model recognizes that there are individual differences in BRC and that specific deficits emerge once BRC is depleted beyond its threshold.^[@r1],[@r3]^ For example, if two patients have the same lesion extent but different levels of BRC, the clinical deficit will only appear in the patient with the lower BRC level given that the lesion exceeds the threshold of the BRC. An individual with greater BRC however, might be unaffected if the threshold is not exceeded. Thus, BRC level has a linear relationship with a protective factor against cognitive impairment, at least up to the point that brain damage crosses a certain threshold.

Therefore, the threshold and BRC models are considered to be passive models of reserve because 1) they postulate that there is a common functional impairment cut-off for everyone, and 2) they are essentially quantitative models. Individual differences are related to BRC level, and clinical expression depends on whether the BRC level is depleted or not. The model does not account for individual differences in how the brain processes cognitive tasks or how it copes with lesions.^[@r3]^

Cerebral reserve may be a passive capacity of the brain, serving to withstand brain aging or injury, beyond which clinical deficits appear. For example, if brain size or number of neurons is a proxy for passive cerebral reserve, the cerebral reserve hypothesis posits that those with larger brains or a greater number of neurons are able to withstand greater insults to the brain than those with smaller brain volumes. It is difficult to test the cerebral reserve hypothesis because it would require the use of measures that are rarely available, including baseline data with which to compare current cognitive status. Staff et al.^[@r5]^ tested the influence of education, head size and occupation as proxies of reserve in volunteers whose cognitive function was tested at ages 11 and 79 years. The authors found that education and occupation, but not total intracranial volume, contributed to cerebral reserve, minimizing the effects of age-related cognitive changes. On the other hand, Mortimer et al. found interaction of smaller head circumference with lower education to be associated with the presence of dementia in Catholic sisters, controlling for age and the presence of one or more apolipoprotein E-e4 alleles.^[@r6]^

2. Active models
================

The active models of reserve suggest that the brain actively attempts to compensate for environmental tasks. Stern et al.^[@r7]^ proposed that in this kind of model, at least two kinds of reserve can be demonstrated: cognitive reserve and neuronal compensation. The recruitment of complementary areas of the brain is a natural response to increasing task demands, making it possible for healthy people (cognitive reserve) as well as those with brain damage to utilize this strategy (neuronal compensation).

The neurophysiological substrates of cognitive reserve (CR) postulate that there is a natural variability among healthy subjects in their ability to recruit different pathways to cope with task demands. Compensation involves the recruitment of brain structures or networks not normally used by healthy individuals in order to compensate for and minimize the impact of brain damage.

2.1. Cognitive reserve (CR)
---------------------------

Cognitive reserve can also be defined as the ability to optimize or maximize performance through differential recruitment of brain networks. This can reflect the use of alternate cognitive strategies.^[@r3]^ That is, if a person has a high level of cognitive reserve, they could sustain higher levels of pathology by using alternate brain networks or cognitive strategies. The definition of CR allows these two possibilities: differences in recruitment of the same network and the use of alternate pathways.

2.2. Neural compensation
------------------------

Neural compensation represents a change that is induced by brain damage, which cannot be a natural answer to the degree of difficulty of a task. Neural compensation implies an effort to maximize performance in the event of brain damage by using alternate areas and network pathways.^[@r7]^

3. Neuroimaging evidence for CR and neural compensation
=======================================================

Data from imaging studies have served as an indirect measure of CR and have provided the foundation of the first bids to correlate neural function and CR. Considering that the level of CR reflects differences in how tasks are processed, functional imaging should be able to capture these differences.^[@r7]^ Some studies have investigated CR-mediated differential brain activation using diverse conditions. Differential activation patterns were found to be correlated to CR level in younger volunteers, showing that those with a lower level of CR activated more brain regions than those with a higher level of CR in a visual recognition task.^[@r8]^ Comparisons between young and older healthy people also showed different patterns of activation according to age^[@r9]-[@r11]^ as a function of CR.^[@r8]^ A number of studies have shown that healthy elders with additional activation of areas contralateral to those activated by younger subjects, had better performance than elders who did not activate additional areas, suggesting a compensatory strategy^[@r12]^ to cope with age-related changes. This was also observed in AD patients.^[@r8],[@r9],[@r11]^ Cerebral blood flow is a good surrogate for AD pathology, with lower flow or metabolism indica tive of more advanced pathology.^[@r13]^ In AD patients, those with higher pre-morbid intellectual ability,^[@r13]^ occupation,^[@r14]^ education^[@r14]^ and engagement in cognitively stimulating activities^[@r16]^ had more metabolic deficits when controlling for clinical severity. This suggests that higher CR can result in milder clinical deficits, despite comparable pathology, supporting the notion that individuals with greater CR can tolerate greater pathology.

The relationship between brain pathology in AD (amyloid plaques and neurofibrillary tangles) and educational level suggests that education can modify the relationship of amyloid plaques, but not tangle load. Recently, Kemppainen et al.^[@r16]^ used brain amyloid ligand^11^ C-labeled Pittsburgh Compound B (\[^11^C\] PIB) uptake to indicate amyloid accumulation and compare differences in cognitive performance of high and low-educated patients with mild AD. They found that high-educated patients showed increased (\[^11^C\] PIB) uptake in lateral frontal cortex and lower glucose metabolic rate in the temporoparietal cortical regions compared with low-educated patients. These results suggest more advanced pathological and functional brain changes in high-educated patients with mild AD, and corroborate the cognitive reserve hypothesis, i.e., delayed clinical expression of the disease in this group. Moreover, this new finding suggests that brain cognitive reserve can partly compensate for the effects of amyloid plaque accumulation in cognition and point to the importance of developing reliable markers of underlying AD pathology for early AD diagnosis.

Structural imaging studies are also a useful method of investigating the CR hypothesis regarding environmental demands. For example, Maguire et al. found that taxi drivers show topographic hippocampal reorganization, correlated with their length of time on the job, which favors visuospatial learning^[@r17]^ and is in turn correlated to increased gray matter volume.^[@r17]^

Solé-Padullés et al.^[@r19]^ measured CR (a combination of an occupation-education scale, engagement in intellectual and social activities and premorbid IQ) in healthy elders and in those with mild cognitive impairment (MCI) and mild AD, who underwent MRI and functional MRI exams. The authors found that among healthy elders, higher CR was associated with a larger brain and reduced activity during cognitive processing, suggesting more effective use of cerebral networks. The results from healthy elders showed an inverse effect of CR measures on both brain function and structure: higher CR was associated with reduced brain activity during cognitive performance, while the opposite was observed among AD and MCI groups.

4. Aging and cognitive reserve
==============================

Aging entails a pattern of mild cognitive impairments^[@r20]^ which are strongly predicted by cognitive ability during childhood, accounting for about 50% of inter-individual variance in later life.^[@r21]^

Healthy aging is accomplished by the maintenance or improvement of abilities such as knowledge about the world, vocabulary and processes based on crystallized abilities,^[@r22]^ while general abilities decline.^[@r23]^

Two approaches have emerged to explain these age-related cognitive changes: the common cause hypothesis and the specific gain/loss hypothesis.^[@r24]^ According to the first approach, performance on a variety of tasks depends on component processing speed, which declines with age^[@r25]^ leading to global changes in cognitive performance. In contrast, the specific gain/loss or frontal-executive hypothesis suggests that frontal lobe functional changes can be explained as a result of neurobiological changes in this region,^[@r26],[@r27]^ which influence executive control on other cognitive functions (e.g. aspects of memory function).^[@r28]^ Structural and neuronal network changes are also observed during healthy aging.^[@r29],[@r30]^ Neuronal loss within prefrontal cortex areas ^[@r31]^ and atrophy within frontal cortex^[@r32]^, and to a lesser degree within parietal^[@r33]^ and temporal cortices^[@r34]^, are commonly observed. Atrophy in the hippocampus and amygdala is related to the risk of developing AD,^[@r35]^ while decreasing thalamic volume is related to lower performance on speed processing tasks.^[@r36]^

Despite this, phenomena such as neuroprotection^[@r37]^ and neurorestoration^[@r38]^ allow the brain to repair itself, adapt or even compensate for neuronal loss and age-related cognitive decline. Exposure to -- and interaction with -- a rich environment influences these processes of neuroplasticity^[@r39]^ and is related to the rate of neurogenesis in both young and older animals.^[@r40]^ In humans, those with higher levels of intellectual ability, education and socioeconomic status are more likely to develop an engaging lifestyle, which in turn contributes to the maintenance of their previous level of functioning during healthy aging. There is also evidence to suggest that environmental enrichment might act directly in preventing or slowing the accumulation of AD pathology.^[@r42]^

4.1. Cognitive reserve and Alzheimer disease
--------------------------------------------

Alzheimer disease (AD) is a primary cause of dementia, corresponding to about 60% of cases.^[@r43]^ AD has been broadly studied for a better understanding of the underlying mechanisms of CR, given that it progressively affects cortical areas that carry out diverse cognitive functions, allowing for insight into the protective mechanisms of CR.

Incidence studies are an appropriate method for assessing the burden of dementia and investigating risk factors and other variables that could influence incidence rate.^[@r44]^ Unlike developed countries, few studies have been conducted on the incidence^[@r45]^ of dementia in developing countries. The heterogeneity of educational and socioeconomic levels in the population of developing countries could provide more information about the relative importance of ethnicity and social factors in the development of dementia.^[@r44],[@r46]^ The prevalence of dementia in developing countries is also scarce,^[@r47]^ but the foundation of the 10/66 Dementia Research Group^[@r48]^ was founded to bridge this gap and minimize methodological difficulties.

The relationship between low educational level and AD incidence has been reported in some Brazilian studies.^[@r49]-[@r51]^ Nitrini et al.^[@r44]^ found a statistical trend toward a higher incidence of dementia in illiterate individuals, but multivariate analysis did not confirm this result. These controversial findings point to low education level as a risk factor for dementia, which is also related to other risk factors such as nutrition, access to health services and socioeconomic level^[@r51]^. Nitrini et al.^[@r44]^ found no effects of socioeconomic level on the incidence of dementia; however, this could be explained by not taking into account socioeconomic level during childhood or early adulthood, when factors such as diet and quality of health care could have a greater impact on the risk of developing dementia in the future.

One possibility is that the higher prevalence of dementia seen in individuals with a lower education level could be the result of detection bias, due to the low sensitivity of neuropsychological tests when administered to this population^[@r52]^. Changes in performance that disrupt daily activities however, have also been reported in those with fewer years of schooling.^[@r53]^

Although high educational level is associated with a lower incidence of AD and might lead to greater reserve, the outcomes of AD for these patients are worse. In a prospective study of AD patients matched for clinical severity at baseline,^[@r14]^ those with higher educational or occupational level died sooner than those with lower levels. Although Geerlings et al.^[@r54]^ did not observe this finding, a follow-up study found the same result.^[@r55]^ In a longitudinal study of memory decline in AD, more rapid decline was detected in Alzheimer patients with a higher educational level.^[@r56]^

The CR hypothesis posits that at any given level of clinical severity, the underlying pathology of AD is more advanced in patients with a higher CR level; the protective effect of CR allows these patients to better cope with the pathology before they begin to display clinical symptoms.^[@r2],[@r15]^ When the pathology becomes very severe however, there is no longer a substrate for cognitive reserve to act within, and cognitive decline accelerates.^[@r6],[@r56]-[@r58]^

Education is a factor that may delay the manifestation of symptoms in individuals with AD pathology, possibly by allowing them to use cognitive processing or compensatory approaches which enable them to cope better with brain damage.^[@r6]^ Highly educated individuals thus have a shorter duration of diagnosed disease before death.^[@r14]^

5. Variables in the formation of cognitive reserve
==================================================

The development of CR is associated with exposure to, and interaction with, favorable environments, and is also associated with genetic predisposition (for a review of the genetic aspects, see Lee^[@r59]^). The next section will discuss the contribution of education, engagement in cognitively stimulating activities, occupation, and related variables to the formation of CR.

5.1. Education
--------------

Several studies have reported an association between education and the prevalence of dementia, including some Brazilian studies.^[@r49],[@r50]^ Herrera et al.^[@r50]^ found a prevalence of dementia which ranged from 3.5% among elders with eight or more years of schooling to 12% among illiterate individuals. They also found that education level was independently associated with higher prevalence of dementia.^[@r50]^

Nitrini et al.^[@r44]^ found no effects of present socioeconomic level, and observed a trend toward a higher incidence of dementia in illiterates, but this was not confirmed by multivariate analysis.

Bottino^[@r51]^ studied the prevalence of dementia and associated factors in a community sample from the city of São Paulo and found that age over 69 years, illiteracy, minimal education (4 years or less), stroke, head trauma and diabetes were all identified as potential risk factors, while reading books was a potential protective factor.

There is also evidence for the role of education in age-related cognitive decline. Several studies on healthy aging have reported that individuals with a low educational level have an accentuated decline in memory,60-61 verbal skills62-63 and functional level.64 Le Carret et al.^[@r65]^ also found that a higher level of education increased processing and conceptualization ability and could delay the clinical expression of neurodegenerative illnesses by maintaining global cognitive efficiency.

This evidence suggests that the same education-related factors that delay the onset of dementia might also allow individuals to cope more effectively with the brain changes that accompany healthy aging.

The effects of education on neuropsychological test performance are not linear. Differences are more prominent when a group of illiterate subjects is compared to a group with three years of schooling, while differences are smaller when groups with higher levels of education are compared. Therefore, the effects of education represent a kind of negatively accelerated curve which tends to plateau. This occurs because the ceiling in neuropsychological tests is low, reinforcing the idea that education might represent the most significant variable in neuropsychological test performance.^[@r62]^

Education level has been widely used as a proxy for reserve, probably because it is relatively easy to ascertain and is the product of ability or experience.^[@r6]^ In passive models of reserve,^[@r3]^ education is a proxy for the brain's capacity (synaptic density or complexity) to tolerate a gradual insult. In active models, years of education would be an indicator of the brain's ability to compensate for pathology with more efficient use of existing cognitive networks, or recruitment of alternate networks.

Alexander and colleagues (1997)^[@r67]^ suggested that an estimate of IQ or a measure of pre-morbid IQ might be a powerful measure of reserve. On the other hand, education -- in addition to other life experience -- probably impacts reserve more than maximizing innate intelligence. There are a number of ways, however, in which cultural, racial and economic factors can affect the predictive power of this proxy.^[@r68]^ For example, years of education may not be an accurate representation of native ability among minority or immigrant elders because they may not have achieved a high educational level due to limited opportunities or negative socioeconomic or environmental influences, such as racism, segregation and poverty.^[@r68]^ Moreover, taking years of schooling as a measure of CR implies that the quality of the educational experience is the same for all individuals, which is clearly not a valid assumption.

Thus, literacy measures of educational experience could be more accurate than years of education.^[@r69]^ Literacy involves not only the ability to read and write script, but also the knowledge of how and in what context to apply literacy skills for specific aims. It therefore constitutes a superior assessment of the knowledge, strategy and skills needed to perform well on traditional neuropsychological tasks.^[@r69]^

The role of education in cognition is not fully elucidated, but its contribution could be related to amount of time spent engaging in cognitively stimulating activities^[@r70],[@r71]^. Katzman^[@r72]^ suggested that education could increase synaptic density and promote an intellectual and creative activity pattern, resulting in lifelong neuronal activity that could be physiologically beneficial.

5.2. Participation in cognitively stimulating activities
--------------------------------------------------------

Cognitive activities are those in which seeking or processing information is central to participation in the activity.^[@r73]^ Frequent participation in cognitively stimulating activities has been hypothesized to maintain a higher level of cognitive function during healthy aging^[@r74]^ and to reduce the risk of AD.^[@r75]^

Wilson et al.^[@r76]^ tested the association between engagement in cognitively stimulating activities and the incidence of AD and decline in cognitive function, in a large cohort of older catholic clergy members who were examined annually for up to 7 years. The authors found that a 1-point increase in cognitive activity (measured by the number of activities involving information processing as a central component and by the frequency of participation in each activity) was associated with a 33% reduction in risk of AD. They found no evidence that frequency of physical activities was associated with the risk of developing AD or the rate of cognitive decline. This suggests that the association between cognitive activity and the risk of disease reflects mental stimulation rather than a nonspecific result of being active.

Bottino^[@r51]^ found that reading newspapers and books, watching TV, and physical exercise significantly decreased the odds ratio for dementia. Other Brazilian community dwelling studies^[@r50],[@r77]-[@r79]^ found that engagement in social activities decreased cognitive impairment rates. On the other hand, Baldivia and Bueno80 found no protective effect of engagement in cognitively stimulating activities on the cognitive function of healthy elders in a cohort study.

The mechanisms underlying engagement in cognitive activity and maintenance of cognitive function in the elderly could be explained by the "use and disuse" adage, affirming that changes in everyday experience and activity patterns may result in disuse and atrophy of cognitive processes and skills.^[@r81]^ Another possible explanation is the positive correlation between level of cognitive activity and level of cognitive function.^[@r73]^ Consequently, systematic engagement in cognitive activities could increase the efficiency and flexibility of neural systems underlying cognitive functions, making these abilities more efficient and less vulnerable to disruption by AD pathology^[@r57]^ or reversing age-related cognitive alterations.^[@r3],[@r72],[@r75],[@r82]^

5.3. Occupation
---------------

In spite of the fact that most people spend a substantial portion of their lives at work, understanding of the relationship between occupational activities and cognition is limited. It has been difficult to establish whether occupational experience is an isolated protective factor against cognitive impairment given that occupation is related to levels of education and literacy.^[@r82]^ Moreover, education and occupation are related to patterns of cognitive activity in early life and throughout adulthood.^[@r76]^

Occupation can be considered non-formal education because it represents a lifelong type of training and possibly the development of specialized skills. The effects of complex work on cognition could be interpreted as facilitating cognitive performance by motivating individuals to perform demanding cognitive operations on a daily basis^[@r83]^, or as an action of neuronal plasticity.^[@r84]^ It has therefore been theorized that occupation has a protective role on intellectual functioning, suggesting that this variable could be a measure of CR.^[@r85]^

Different methodologies have been used to analyze the link between complexity of work and intellectual functioning. National census classifications have been used to define occupation codes and to categorize them in studies conducted in a variety of cultural settings, including France,^[@r86]^ the UK,^[@r5]^ Sweden,^[@r87]^ Taiwan,^[@r88]^ the United States^[@r56],[@r89]-[@r92]^ and Brazil.^[@r80]^

Other studies have used national classifications to describe occupation as a first analysis, followed by division of labor according to complexity level and occupation. For example, Stern et al.^[@r56],[@r90]^ divided occupations requiring unskilled/semi-skilled, skilled trade or craft, and clerical functions as a low level of complexity; while business manager, government and professional/technical functions were classified as having a high level of complexity. In addition, stratified ordinal value questionnaires have also been used to evaluate job demands.^[@r5],[@r19],[@r92]^

Instruments designed to measure each type of demand required by an occupation provide more accurate information about the complexity and involvement of cognitive functions of a profession. This is the case with instruments that classify the complexity of work in domains such as data, people and things ^[@r83],[@r92]^ or multiple domains such as the Job Content Questionnaire developed by Karasek ^[@r93]^ and adapted to the Brazilian population by Araujo.^[@r94]^

Several studies have shown the influence of occupation on cognitive performance among healthy subjects. Schooler et al.^[@r95]^ investigated how substantially complex work affected the intellectual functioning of healthy volunteers in a 30-year longitudinal study, and whether this relationship had a function among older workers. The authors found that the level of complexity of an occupation continued to affect the level of intellectual functioning in the same manner as had occurred when the volunteers were 20 and 30 years younger, suggesting that both these variables had reciprocal effects on one another.

Bosma et al.^[@r96]^ found that the complexity of work -- measured based on the subjects' estimation of the level of mental demand, concentration and precision required -- and the amount of time spent working under pressure were related to reduced risk of developing cognitive impairment three years later and that this relationship was independent of age.

In a cohort of 3,777 aged French people, logistic regression analysis showed that after controlling for age, sex and educational level, farm workers, domestic service employees and blue-collar workers had a higher risk of cognitive impairment than did individuals with an intellectual occupation.^[@r86]^ Occupations such as trade, technical and service occupations^[@r97]^ or agriculture, craft, plant and machine operators and assemblers^[@r88]^ have also been associated with poor cognitive performance.

Ansiau et al.^[@r91]^ analyzed the relationship between work-related cognitive stimulation, aging and health in a cross-sectional study. A multiple linear regression analysis showed a significant positive correlation between work-related cognitive stimulation and cognitive performance on memory, processing speed and attention tests, even after controlling for possible confounding factors (e.g. educational level, gender and score for participation in cognitively stimulating activities outside work). They also found that cognitive stimulation only protected against effects of aging on attention test performance. This study did not establish a causal relationship between cognitive performance and engagement in a stimulating work environment, making it unclear if higher cognitive performance is a consequence of a rich work environment. According to Richards et al.,^[@r98]^ influencing factors not only determine cognitive ability at any given age, but also augment ability over time. In this sense, when taking prior ability into account, the influence of work complexity as a measure of CR adds variance to later cognitive function. Some studies have shown that occupation contributes to variance in fluid reasoning5 and to better cognitive performance in later life, independent of related factors such as education and intelligence.^[@r89]^ Baldivia and Bueno^[@r80]^ also found that work level complexity was associated with better performance on the Rey Complex Figure copy (a measure of executive planning) and that this association was independent of confounding variables (e.g. education level, intelligence, socioeconomic level and engagement in cognitively stimulating activities). The authors concluded that complexity of work as a measure of CR could be associated with the maintenance of executive functions in healthy people, delaying the expression of age-related cognitive decline.

Occupation has also been linked to the incidence and course of AD. A classical study by Stern et al.^[@r57]^ indicated that higher lifetime educational level and occupation (e.g. manager, professional, technician) were associated with a reduced risk for incident dementia, in contrast to lower educational level and occupation (e.g. unskilled, semi-skilled skilled trade, clerical/office worker). In 1999, Stern et al.^[@r56]^ compared performance on memory tests between AD and control groups yearly for four visits. They divided the groups into high and low levels of education and occupation and found a more rapid decline in memory scores in patients with higher educational and higher occupational attainment only in the group with low initial scores. This result could be interpreted as an expression of cognitive reserve: that is, as patients with higher educational and occupational attainment have more cognitive reserve, greater pathology is required before memory begins to be affected. When CR is depleted however, a rapid increase in the rate of clinical decline is observed.

According to Li et al.,^[@r88]^ occupation could be a better long-term predictor of cognitive decline than education. Despite the fact that occupation and education level have synergistic effects,^[@r65]^ occupation represents an indicator of social class and socioeconomic inequalities.

Finally, an understanding of the variables related to the reserve concept suggests that it must be considered a multidimensional entity. Brain reserve and cognitive reserve might contribute in different ways -- although overlapping to some degree -- toward a better understanding of the impact of protective factors on cognitive function. Moreover, the differentiation of reserve and neural compensation could have practical effects for functional imaging.

Research in CR requires longitudinal studies in order to understand how variables affect cognitive performance throughout life. An understanding of the variables that can modify cognitive function throughout life shows us the potential benefits of intellectually demanding occupations and education or of intellectually challenging activities in general. All of these could potentially increase an individual's CR through some set of systematic exposures or interventions. This stimulation could be important for early diagnosis of dementia, as such an approach would help determine prognosis and progression over time and would be crucial for the assessment of any intervention.

In healthy aging, the concept of CR can also be applied to intervention programs which could result in a non-pharmacological approach to reducing the risk of developing AD^[@r6]^ or delaying the onset of age-related cognitive decline. In developing countries, the implementation of intervention programs could be one way in which to minimize the heterogeneity of cognitive stimulation that people receive during their lives.
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